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This paper is meant to be something like an identification. Whenever you go to the
airport, or to buy booze if you’re young enough, or to buy a gun they ask to see your
identification. They’ll look at your ID then up at you then maybe back at the ID again to see that
you match. In this analogy the paper is the ID, and my work is me.
Before my current body of work, I spent two years making small still life paintings from
observation in my bedroom closet. I was tired of art and committed myself to making as little of it
as possible. Before that I spent a year wracked with uncertainty; and before that, I was making
cynical paintings because I thought it was cool. I started making the still lifes when New York
City went into lockdown from Covid-19 in March 2020. At the same time I was watching my
mother die in slow-motion from Alzheimer’s. I was surrounded by death and spent the days
inside, watching the still light pass from one side of the room to the other through the pale
curtains. I made 10 paintings that year working every day. When she died, Covid restrictions
were beginning to soften and I felt absolved from working in this way.
I found myself wanting to paint the figure in a meaningful way, in a way that spoke of
presence and absence in a language specific to painting. I think of the archive of time as a long
slippery malleable rubber chew toy that the dogs of History and the History of Painting stretch
and twist in a game of tug of war. In thinking about painting and time, I began to focus on Dust,
Mist, and Haze as specific atmospheric metaphors that could be used to describe ontologies of
space, time, memory, and history.

Dust
In his Natural History, Pliny tells a tale of the origins of painting. According to Pliny,
before warriors would leave for battle, and likely death, their lovers would trace a silhouette
outline of their face on the wall of their home. The real shadow accompanies the hero on his
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journey, while the painted shadow preserves his presence during absence, warding off the loss
of forgetting. The shadow itself is an ephemeral darkness, a dim void cast by the presence of
the body. It is other to its owner, and something like a portal to the realm of the spirit. The
shadow on the wall described by Pliny is an upright lasting presence, living, and inhabiting. The
shadow on the wall dwells among the living, in contrast to a recumbent shadow of death,
missing, lost to the ground, forgotten to the abyss. Forgotten to dust.
Dust is the residue of being in the world. Dust is always a dust of something, of many
somethings obliterated and commingled, irretrievably lost to memory and World. Dust
represents the total exhaustion of memory. It is a portal into the oblivion of death, the final
forgetting. It is the negative space of archaeology, the ground itself that separates memory from
forgetting. Dust is the historical artifact obliterated by the turning gears of time. Dust is the
missing portion of ruins carried off by the winds across thousands of years. Dust is the abyss,
the ground below the ground.
The Greeks conceived of the underworld as having five rivers flowing through it, one of
which was Lethe, the river of forgetting and unmindfulness. Inhabitants of the underworld would
perpetually drink from the water and continue to forget the earthly self they experienced in the
world of the living. There is a transient link between memory and being. The act of remembering
brings being into the imperfect tense has been. The word “was” is a tenuous and ephemeral
connection between the certainty of is and the lost nothingness of is not. Among the living,
oblivion searches for itself without knowing its name, waiting and forgotten by time until the
living too join the underworld to forget and be forgotten.
The question of where a person goes when they die is among the oldest philosophical
questions. Thousands of years before Pliny, in the Neolithic village of Çatalhöyük, skulls of the
deceased were separated from the body before being sculpted over with plaster, clay, or
gypsum and kept, either in the walls or under the wooden floor boards of the family house. The
eyes were inlaid with shells and stones, suspending the deceased family member somewhere
6

between the living and the permanent separation of death. These molded skulls embody some
of the earliest examples of the concept of a “face”. They represent the early origins of history
emerging from the dust of forgetting. Time ceases to be circular and disperses into a linearity
that brings with it the fear of death. The face as a code maps onto the body and gives presence
to the other, animating them as a being.
The placement of ancestral skulls within the family home produces a genealogy in which
the present is animated by a history that never quite vanishes into nothingness. The presence of
the dead among the living establishes a cult of memory within a series of social interiors
radiating outward in concentric circles: family, village, tribe, nation, etc. These social interiors are
built on a shared communal and mytho-religious continuity in which a group social space is
made possible by surrounding life with death1. The strangeness of the disappearance and
absence that comes with death is replaced with the concepts of lineage, culture, and world.
For Heidegger, the role of the poet is to reach into the abyss, to know it, to experience
and endure it2. The poet un-conceals the nature of the abyss and of mortality. The task of the
poet is to know the ground out of which life emerges and is cast into the openness of being.
The time remains destitute not only because God is dead, but because mortals are
hardly aware and capable even of their own mortality. Mortals have not yet come into ownership
of their own nature. Death withdraws into the enigmatic. The mystery of pain remains veiled.
Love has not been learned. But mortals are.

To contend with the ground of the abyss is inherent in the origins of mythology3 and
artmaking. The word abyss comes from the Greek words meaning “depth” and “without.” The
word then comes to mean “bottomless,” until the medieval period when the influence of
Christianity brings about a conception of the abyss as an infernal pit. The abyss is a (non)place
of utmost absence, and in the Christian imagination represents a total separation from God.
1

Peter Sloterdijk, Globes (South Pasadena: Semiotext(e) 2014) 192
Martin Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Harper Colophon, 1971
3
In Genesis 1, the Spirit of God hovers over the void
2
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That art can maintain the enigmatic qualities which link it to oblivion remains apparent in
Painting. The physicality of paint lays bare the process of a painting being made, linking it to its
own incompletion, to its own speculation about becoming and its emergence from
non-existence. In some sense painting is an attempt to see and give presence to speculative
truths which might not otherwise come into being. To things which did not exist before and
would otherwise not exist. The painted image, in contrast to the digital image, comes into being
by creating a physical presence where before there was none. An unfinished painting struggles
against its former non-being. It continues to struggle against its own veiled nature, leaving it
open to possibility.
A finished painting projects its presence outwardly into the world through its physicality
and resolution. Despite this, a completed painting also includes the foreclosure of its
possibilities. Its resolution narrows its openness. Painting too, despite its presence and lasting
memory, is incapable of its own mortality. It asks to complete itself, and in doing so
commemorates for the ages its attempt.

Mist: Color, Sound, Immersion

Before the modern age, a parish church was the tallest structure in many towns and was
visible at some distance. Audible at a greater distance were the bells atop its campanile. The
sound of the bell, like a voice, seemingly comes from elsewhere, from the outside. From the
other. Its sound ruptures atmospheric space with its command. And yet the nature of sound is
such that it gathers within it everything touched by its reverberations. To hear sound is to be
inside of it. Sound inherently creates something of a sub-psychological interior. The spoken
8

word, in contrast to the written word that originates from a person who is perhaps not present or
even alive, denotes presence. It establishes in space the presence of the person speaking. The
resonance of the voice becomes a sign of the body and its proximity. The clanging of the church
bell, audible at some distance, creates its own closeness and a shared psychoacoustic interior
by immersing the land and its inhabitants in the presence of the tone emanating from its
resonant body.
Unlike the spoken word, the clanging of the bell has no consonants. Consonants are
created through inflections of the lips, tongue, and palate to restrict, inhibit, divide, or punctuate
the flow of the resonant vowels. Consonants elicit prose and utility from an otherwise unbroken
flow of sound, granting access to meaning through the chain of sign, signifier, signified, as in
Saussurian semiotics. Only vowels can call out across the land. The unbroken call of the bell is
corporeal, evading representation. Its sound is not inhibited by inflection, but rings out until
reverberation is exhausted from its body. Its meaning lies not in translation, but sensation. The
ringing bell in the distance is heard by the ears, but in close proximity the same bell vibrates
through the entire body and is felt physically in every limb and organ.
Despite this, sound is never quite its own autonomous thing. It is always produced by
something. The ringing bell is composed of its size, shape, and material. Its sound is produced
when the clapper strikes its interior and vibrates the metal body.
Color, a cousin to sound, behaves in a similar manner. Color is all around us, the world is
seemingly made of it, or at least inseparable from it. To see color is also to be inside of its
vibrations. Only intellectually is it possible to separate the objective world of color from the
subjective experience of the colors of things. The mind can scarcely imagine an experience of
color beyond what the eyes can show it. Returning to sound for, Heidegger tells us, “We hear
the door shut in the house and never hear acoustical sensations or even mere sounds. In order
to hear bare sound we have to listen away from things, divert our ear from them, i.e. listen
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abstractly.” Similarly, green is in the leaf and the leaf is green. The brick is made of a rusty red.
The experience of color in the physical world is married to things.
Rothko perhaps comes closest to showing us an experience of color in the way that
Heidegger encourages us to hear bare sound. Unlike Albers, Rothko’s color is not married to
form. Whatever forms do emerge from Rothko paintings serve the projection of color in a
fashion similar to the science of acoustics, in the way sound is considered in the design of
concert halls, recording studios, and even cathedrals. Rothko’s paintings envelop the viewer in
their fields of color. The well designed concert hall animates sound and gives it life, immersing
the listener in its presence. Rothko’s paintings have almost no consonants. They are made of
the open vowel of color which rings out a presence and a spatial relationship to the body that
seems to contain the viewer within their call. They encourage the viewer to see color abstractly,
echoing Heidegger’s observation on listening in a similarly abstract manner.
Figurative painting, on the other hand, is more like a language in the proper sense of the
term. The commitment to representation is like a diction that bends and punctuates the
otherwise continuous flow of color to serve the alleged purpose of closing the gap between
meaning and understanding. It is made of a grammar and vernacular specific to the medium
and its history bringing it into a closer relationship to Saussurian semiotics than the purely
abstract conditions of both color field painting and sound. In figurative painting, the sound of
color is cut into by the requirements of form and depiction. Unlike color found in nature, color in
painting can be selected and attached to form and space harmonically, intentionally, emotively.
Chromatic shifts in paint can create tonal resonance that bring about awareness of the
experience of presence to actual lived space in addition to the pictorial space contained within
the painted image.
This notion of color is in further service to Pliny’s idea that the root of painting lies in
creating presence to ward off absence. Complementary colors, those that are diametrically
opposed on a color wheel, are colors that vibrate with a maximum level of contrast with each
10

other. They behave almost like two positive poles of magnets, repelling one another. When
mixed, they create black or grey. Finely-tuned complementary pairs such as Alizarin Crimson
and Veridian can simultaneously create vibrations of this sort while also having the effect of
producing grey. The result is a harmony in a minor key, a spatial vibrational presence which
co-emerges alongside absence, having absence built into it as a condition of existence.

The co-mingling of presence and absence, of life and death, is allegorized in Poussin’s
paintings of the Arcadian shepherds. In Greek mythology Arcadia was a paradisiacal land,
home to spirits of Nature. In the painting there is a sarcophagus with a skull sitting atop it.
Etched into its stone side are the words Et in Arcadia Ego. The written words appear to be
11

spoken by the skull, by death. I, Death, am in Arcadia. The 1627 version of this painting depicts
the moment in which humans gain the knowledge of death. The shepherds gathered around the
tomb have a look of fear and astonishment in their eyes. It is the knowledge of death and of
absence that separates human beings from other animals, a knowledge that becomes visible in
the difference between our eyes. The eyes of Poussin’s shepherds contain sadness and
disbelief.
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The Eighth Elegy by Ranier Maria Rilke4
All other creatures look into the Open
With their whole eyes. But our eyes,
Turned inward, are set all around it like snares,
Trapping its way out to freedom.
We know what’s out there only from the animal’s
Face; for we take even the youngest child.
Turn him around and force him to look
At the past as formation, not that openness
So deep within an animal’s face. Free from death,
We only see it; the free animal
Always has its destruction behind
And god ahead, and when it moves,
It moves toward eternity like running springs.
Not for a single day, no, never have we had
That pure space ahead of us, in which flowers
Endlessly open. It is always World
And never Nowhere without No:
That pure, unguarded space we breathe,
Always know, and never crave. As a child,
One may lose himself in silence and be
shaken out of it. Or one dies and is it.
Once near death, one can’t see death anymore
And stares out, maybe with the wide eyes of animals.
If the other weren’t there blocking the view,
Lovers come close to it and are amazed…
It opens up behind the other, almost
An oversight…but no one gets past
The other, and the world returns again.
Always facing creation, all we see
is the reflection of the free and open
That we’ve darkened, or some mute animal
Raising its calm eyes and seeing through us,
And through us. This is destiny: to be opposites,
Always, and nothing else but opposites.
If this sure animal approaching us
From a different direction had our kind
Of consciousness, he’d drag us around
In his wake. But to the animal, his being
Is infinite, incomprehensible, and bline
To his condition, pure, like his outward gaze.
And where we see the future, he sees
All, himself in all, and whole forever.
And yet the weight and care of one great sadness
4

Rainier Maria Rilka, Duino Elegies. (London: Hogarth Press, 1963)
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Lies on this warm and watching creature.
Because what often overwhelms us
Also clings to him–the memory
That what we so strive for now may have been
Nearer, truer, and its attachment to us
Infinitely tender, once. Here all is distance,
There it was breath. After that first home,
The second seems drafty and a hybrid.
Oh, blessed are the tiny creatures
Who stay in the womb that bore them forever;
Oh the joy of the gnat that can still leap within
Even on its wedding day; for the womb is all!
And look at the half-certainty of the bird
Almost aware of both from birth,
Like one of the Etruscan souls rising
From the dead man enclosed inside the space
For which his reclining figure forms a lid.
And how confused is anything that comes
From a womb and has to fly. As if afraid
Of itself, it darts through the air
Like a crack through a cup, the way a wing
Of a bat crazes the porcelain of night.
And we: spectators, always, everywhere,
Looking at everything and never from!
It floods us. We arrange it. It decays.
We arrange it again, and we decay.
Who’s turned us around like this,
So that whatever we do, we always have
The look of someone going away? Just as a man
On the last hill showing him his whole valley
One last time, turns, and stops, and lingers–
So we live, and are forever leaving.

Haze: Figure Ground Relations and History

This past summer I looked out the window of my Brooklyn apartment at the burnt orange
disc of a sun, an ember glowing through a dull grey Dioxazine Purple. The dim colors shone
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through the hyperobject5 called climate change, a haze created by fires nearly 3,000 miles
away. I couldn’t help but think of Monet’s Impression, Sunrise from 1872, the quintessential
Impressionist painting. In it, Monet examines fleeting moments of light in a recently
industrialized French port of Le Havre. Subtle variations of warm and cool greys mark a bare
distinction between foreground, middle ground, background. The activity of the brush indicates a
backdrop of industry as cranes and smokestacks become clouds and sky. The water below
reflects the entirety of this brand new world. A few daubs of paint in the foreground describe
figures in a small boat. They are miniscule and perhaps depersonalized, save for the humanity
granted to them by the exterior characteristics of
time and place. 6
The painting can be seen as the first painting set
against the backdrop of an industrialized world and
a proto-idea of climate change. It is useful to think
of climate change as something Timothy Morton
terms a “hyperobject,” an object or event so
massively distributed in space and time that it is
unknowable. Because of their scale, these objects cannot be fully grasped, and are only visible
to the present in the dim shadow they cast in the form of data. All of the nuclear waste on earth,
all of the plastic in the oceans, styrofoam, climate change are all examples of hyperobjects. The
idea of a hyperobject demands that time and space be thought of on its terms and at its scale. A
scale shift of this magnitude fundamentally alters the conventional conception of figure-ground
relationships. The figure must no longer be conceived of as against a ground, but a part of it,
thrown into it. The mystifying presence of the hyperobject forecloses notions of both “before”
and “after” into the feeling of waiting. The hazy sun I saw last summer made me feel a closing of
5

Timothy Morton, Hyperobjects (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014)
Monet Claude, Impression, Sunrise. 1872, Musée Marmottan, Paris. Jstor,
https://jstor.org/stable/community.18113591
6
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distance. Between time and place an interval had shortened. A distant fire was at hand. It felt
like the arrival of time.
The arrival of time, a backward-looking future visible in the shadow of hyperobjects gives
presence to both future and past simultaneously. It locates us on its timeline. We come to learn
that there is no place called away. There is nowhere to go. There is no other place. The horizon
line is infinitely pushed back as our conception of the world is replaced by that of the globe. The
age of globalized trade and industry has radically altered our conception of space. The same
world-closing forces that allow cargo ships and oil tankers to deliver goods to us from every
continent transform our spatial conception of the wide-open world into a global interior, shrinking
space and bringing about climate change caused by global industrialization. If there is noise in
the signal, signal and noise cannot be distinguished. What does it look like when we think of
these spatial shifts as a figure-ground relationship? An infinitely regressing horizon line casts
the figure into all space, into a global space. Ground is replaced by atmosphere. In a globe,
place becomes merely a localized instance of all space.
In some sense figurative painting is always tied to a conception of space during the
period in which it was made. History can be viewed through a series of changes in figure-ground
relationships. The Renaissance was in part the revival of Classical reason and mathematical
exploration, as evidenced in the invention of two point perspective. The deep space and time in
Baroque painting follows the discoveries of Copernicus and Galileo and the globalizing effect of
the oceanic explorations by Magellan and Columbus. The dewey atmosphere and closed
pictorial space in Boucher and Fragonard correspond to the consolidated power of an
overly-perfumed Ancien Régime, while the heaviness of the earth in Courbet’s realism describes
an increasingly literate public interested in stories about themselves in the context of
post-Revolutionary France and a world contemporary to the writing of Karl Marx.
Figure ground relationships have encountered haze in the history of painting before. Da
Vinci’s sfumato also blurs the boundaries between objects. But whereas da Vinci’s sfumato is a
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haze indicating a treatment of distance, the contemporary view of haze must be one of extreme
closeness, of the radical closing of distance. Unlike da Vinci’s haze, the haze of the present
must represent a total breakdown of figure ground in which signal and noise become
indistinguishable.
A contemporary notion of figure ground in painting should similarly indicate a conception
of the body in space. Our world can increasingly be defined by clouds. Clouds are vapor. Clouds
are particles of dust, things that no longer exist. Clouds are smog like a smoking gun. Clouds
are weather patterns that predict the future. Clouds store every detail of our lives. Clouds are
the body atomized.
We can look to the past to find examples of two very different clouds which brought
about two very different futures. Mount Vesuvius, and the atomic bombs at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki serve as useful opposites for rethinking the dilemma of figure ground.
When Vesuvius erupted it covered Herculaneum and Pompeii under a cloud of ash,
burying entire towns and killing many of the inhabitants. Bodies were buried in the ash, turned
into it. The figure is incapable of withstanding this type of a rupture of the Real. Instead, it
becomes ground as the world around it violently and completely closes in. When the cloud of
ash filled Pompeii, its inhabitants were suspended in situ. Over time their bodies decayed,
leaving a perfect negative space in the hardened ash. Only archaeologically can the details of
this perfectly preserved underworld be separated from one another.
The shadow figures at Hiroshima and Nagasaki are perhaps the best examples of a truly
modern figure, evaporated, locked in time. The body is absent, but its projection is present. The
shadow is half mythical and half indexical. It is a ghost, an after-image of modernity. The
violence of the photographic flash preserves the figure only as a shadow, an emanation of the
referent,7 destroying the material body. The world around the shadow was bleached by the
violent flash of light. The only remnants of the world before exist as shadows of oblivion. In this
7

Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida (New York: Hill and Wang, 1981) 118
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way Vesuvius and Hiroshima are infernos in a medieval sense. Both are characterized by an
explosive eruption of the Real followed by an eternal timelessness in which suffering is manifest
constantly. They can be described by their permanent presence, by the figure locked in time
with no chance for escape. There is nowhere to go. And yet the figures themselves speak to
utter negativity. The limbo they create through the destruction of figure ground knows only
destiny and death.

The machine appeared
In the distance, singing to itself
Of money. Its song was the web
They were caught in, men and
Women
Together. The villages were as flies
To be sucked empty.
God secreted
A tear. Enough, enough
He commanded, but the machine
Looked at him and went on
Singing.8
The song of the machine in R.S. Thomas’ poem, like the sound of the church bell,
envelops the land and its people in its call. It too has a spatializing effect. Unlike Rothko or the
church bell, however, the song of the machine is marked by its utter negativity. Its call
despatializes the shared psychoacoustic interior. It empties space, filling it with absence. It is no
stretch of the imagination to think of this poem as describing an experience of a flattened time
and space in the landscape of hyperobjects. The inevitable approach of the machine brings a
sense of certainty and anxiety to an impending future.
And yet we awake every morning to a feeling of boredom, a collective mood of nihilism,
anxiety, and a generation of ironic nostalgia. To be gripped by a collective mood is to submit to
the self-certainty of a shared state of being. The boredom of the 21st Century seems to be
linked to the flattening of time and space by the machine of the digital realm. The framework for
8

R.S. Thomas
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thinking about presence and absence, of figure and ground have dissolved and merged into the
screen of the digital device. The
brightly lit digital image, the meme,
the selfie, carry with them the
promise of an existing reality, but
are utterly devoid of presence. They
command no claim to truth, and in
fact bring with them greater
skepticism and doubt as they scroll
past, rifled through one after another
every morning when we wake up,
throughout the day, and before bed
every night.
To flee into the world of the digital image is to flee from the Real, to try in vain to ward it
off. To fight against the dim call of the unknowable. The digital realm itself is something of an
inferno, knowing nothing of birth, death, age, destiny. The effect of the digital world is that of
limbo. The digital machine does not allow for death, it is a state of suspended animation, a
perpetual now. This feeling of boredom is like a time outside of time, post-historical, beyond the
grand narratives of history.
The grim forecast of an imminent climate catastrophe describes in scientific language a
mythos analogous to an antediluvian era. In Christian mythology the time before the flood is a
time marked by mankind’s wrongful ways of living. God was sorry he made them and flooded
the entire earth, destroying everything except for one family and two of every animal. The flood
myth is a testament to both the destructive and cleansing qualities of water. Water is a natural
level seeking equilibrium.
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In One Human Minute, written in 1986, Stanislaw Lem calculates the biomass of the
human population of the earth.
…were all humanity taken and crowded together in one place, it would occupy three
hundred billion liters, or a little less than a third of a cubic kilometer. It sounds like a lot. Yet the
World’s oceans hold 1,285 million cubic kilometers of water, so if all humanity–those five billion
bodies–were cast into the ocean, the water level would rise less than a hundredth of a
millimeter. A single splash, and Earth would forever be unpopulated 9

Lem’s observations simultaneously speak to the relative smallness and frailty of the
human animal and their outsized impact as a species. The idea that every city on earth, all of
the nuclear waste buried beneath mountains, the oceanic garbage patches approaching the
size of continents could ever be forgotten to the past, left to the oblivion of dust, remains
9

Stanislaw Lem, One Human Minute (Boston: Mariner Books, 2012)
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unthinkable. It seems unlikely that the human can any longer drink from the river Lethe to forget
and be forgotten. Despite this, most of us, myself included, don’t think about it very much. It is
almost as if they don’t exist. Our awareness is marked by the passing glance of the digital
image, by a persistent buzzing absence.
The buzzing absence from the digital image begets an agitation and a sense of
sameness that seemingly destroys space and time, suspending them in a state of anxiety, a
limbo. This is its landscape. Can painting any longer be historical? Can anything? The episodic
nature of memory is dulled and replaced by an endless scroll. The notion of history as an
organizing principle established on the linear basis of cause and effect is obliterated by a
schizophrenic atemporal aggregate, the hashtag. There is no “away,” no horizon for a distant
future. The digital machine distributes narrative in the form of repetition.10
These ideas are antithetical to painting, which although rooted in absence, brings
presence. Painting confronts absence directly. Painting is a poly-layered language tuned to the
multidimensionality of human perception. Though for some time painting has made no claim to
truth in representation, there perhaps remains truth in emotion, in feeling. Painting is always
made of, and exists within, the state of a collective mood. The language of its (self) reference is
unphotographic. The referent in painting, unlike photography, is itself not present, but calls out
across space and time.

10

My work is an attempt to describe the feeling of this limbo, its atemporality and anxiety, its
facelessness, the suffocating boredom of its violence. I am interested in a conception of time in which it is
lifted out of the dimension of its linear axes and thought cyclically, through repetition, correlation, and the
recurring moods of its aesthetics. Working within the framework of Classical history painting (“official
painting''), I describe limbo and its negativity as a dead chronotope. Identifying features which would
otherwise be committed to remembrance and history–faces, clothing, place, stature–are stripped bare.
What remains are figures in a stillborn landscape of tightened color relationships, silent, writhing in an
inferno of sameness and non-being. This limbo is offset by a dream of an ideal Nature, distant and
inaccessible, impossible to reconcile with the consciousness of the human mind.
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